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It’s 1901 and Henry Ford wants to build a car that everyone can own. But first he needs the money to produce it. How will he get it? He
enters a car race, of course! Readers will love this fast-paced, fact-based story!
Blast back to discover what life was like on the Titanic! You may have heard of the movie Titanic, but what was life on the actual Titanic really
like? This engaging nonfiction book, complete with black and white interior illustrations, will make readers feel like they've traveled back in
time. It covers everything from how the ship was built to what the passengers did for fun, and more. Find out interesting, little-known facts
such as how the anchor was so heavy that they needed to use twenty horses to lift it and how the ship's musicians continued to play as the
ship sank. The unique details, along with the clever illustrations, make this series stand out from the competition.
This title is replete with brilliant photographs and exclusive in-depth coverage including Bob Ballard's 1985 discovery.
Describes the ill-fated maiden voyage of the Titanic, a luxury liner claimed to be "unsinkable" that was destroyed after colliding with an
iceberg, killing over one thousand passengers onboard.
Tonight on the Titanic
New Forensic Discoveries
Titanic Crossing
The Titanic Lost ... and Found(Step 4)(CD1???)(STEP into READING)
The Titanic Sinks! (Totally True Adventures)

The first modern work to give a comprehensive picture of the RMS Titanic and the people intertwined with
her fate, from disaster to recovery. Drawn from primary sources and contemporary accounts and updated
to coincide with the April 2012 anniversary, this new heart-rending narrative allows readers to come to
their own conclusions about this legendary vessel. Daniel Allen Butler spend more than 30 years
researching the work, delving into the lives of every principal participant. In addition to examining the
roles played by individual, he also looks into the problems of equipment and errors in technical data that
resulted in the deaths of 1502 people. Rather than focussing on the night of the tragedy alone, he also
investigates the events leading up to and following the fateful night.
A Step 4 HISTORY reader. "The drama of natural disasters provides prime material to entice young
independent readers. In this volume, the account of the eruption of Mount Vesuvius describes village life
2,000 years ago, the eruption itself and its aftermath, and the excitement when the buried town is
rediscovered centuries later. A lively and factual glimpse of a devastating moment in history, in an
accessible, attractive package."--Publishers Weekly. Step 4 Readers use challenging vocabulary and short
paragraphs to tell exciting stories. For newly independent readers who read simple sentences with
confidence. With full-color illustrations.
In this New York Times bestseller, the author of A Night to Remember and The Miracle of Dunkirk revisits
the Titanic disaster. Walter Lord’s A Night to Remember was a landmark work that recounted the
harrowing events of April 14, 1912, when the British ocean liner RMS Titanic went down in the North
Atlantic Ocean, a book that inspired a classic movie of the same name. In The Night Lives On, Lord takes
the exploration further, revealing information about the ship’s last hours that emerged in the decades
that followed, and separating myths from facts. Was the ship really christened before setting sail on its
maiden voyage? What song did the band play as water spilled over the bow? How did the ship’s wireless
operators fail so badly, and why did the nearby Californian, just ten miles away when the Titanic struck
the iceberg, not come to the rescue? Lord answers these questions and more, in a gripping investigation
of the night when approximately 1,500 victims were lost to the sea.
Black Beauty, published in 1877 and set in Victorian London, was Anna Sewell?s only novel. Yet it has
remained a classic for 140 years. Now the beloved story of Black Beauty is retold for beginning readers
with full-color illustrations on every page.
Sleepy Dog
The Titanic: Lost and Found
Courage in the Dark
Escape North! The Story of Harriet Tubman
The events surrounding the sinking of the Titanic did not look the same to everyone involved. Step back in time and into the
shoes of a crewmember, a first-class passenger, and a steerage passenger as readers act out scenes that took place in the
midst of this historic event. Written with simplified, considerate text to help struggling readers, books in this series are
made to build confidence as readers engage and read aloud. This book includes a table of contents, glossary, index, author
biography, sidebars, and timelines.
Sailing to America on board the Titanic, young Albert faces grown-up decisions about life and death when the magnificent
ship is struck by an iceberg and begins to sink. Reprint.
This tale of an Irish teenager aboard the doomed ship, from a Caldecott Medal winner, is a “taut disaster story . . . nearly
impossible to put down” (Publishers Weekly). Fifteen-year-old Barry O’Neill is journeying to New York to reunite with his
parents on the maiden voyage of the great ship Titanic. He’s homesick, and worried about the Flynn boys traveling in
steerage, who have threatened to throw him overboard. Little does Barry know that a struggle with the Flynns is the least of
the dangers that await him. This “fast-paced” and suspenseful young adult adventure story is based on the true and terrible
events that occurred as the Titanic sank, and “immerses readers in the many human tragedies” (Booklist).
On 14 April 1912, the largest and finest ocean liner of the age struck an iceberg and sank to icy depths. Discover all the
glory and tragedy of the Titanic in this recreation of her fated maiden voyage. It traces its history from blueprint to ocean
dream, and uncovers the factors that led to her tragic end.
How the Unsinkable Ship Met with Shocking Disaster . . .
Pompeii...Buried Alive!
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What Really Sank the Titanic:
Moonwalk
Helen Keller

Illus. in full color. "An ancient history lesson emerges from this account of the way the Greeks tricked the Trojans and
rescued Helen of Troy. The book is well tailored to younger readers with careful explanations and short sentences; a
pronunciation guide is appended. Drawings portray the story's main events. A nice supplement to units on ancient
Greece or mythology."--Booklist.
The Titanic: Lost and FoundRandom House Books for Young Readers
Illus. in full color with black-and-white & full-color photos. "Beginning with the death of Tutankhamen, the book moves
forward to archaeologist Howard Carter's discovery of the tomb. Information about ancient Egyptian life is interspersed in
a clear, smooth fashion throughout. A good way to get readers into non-fiction."--Booklist.
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life in this New York Times bestselling series! Ten-year-old
George Calder can't believe his luck -- he and his little sister, Phoebe, are on the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with
their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to explore, but when George ventures into the first class storage cabin,
a terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren
Tarshis brings history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in this New York Times bestselling series. Readers will
be transported by stories of amazing kids and how they survived!
Successfully Navigating the Uncertainties that Sink Most Startups
I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived #1)
Unsinkable
The Story Lives On!
The Untold Stories and Secrets Behind the Sinking of the "Unsinkable" Ship—Titanic

The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Titanic trouble! Jack and Annie are in for an exciting, scary, and sad adventure when the Magic Tree House
whisks them back to the decks of the Titanic. Is there anything they can do to help the ill-fated ship? Will they be able to
save anyone? Will they be able to save themselves? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin
Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
A young woman leaves Appalachia for life as a classical musician—or so she thinks. When aspiring violinist Jessica
Chiccehitto Hindman lands a job with a professional ensemble in New York City, she imagines she has achieved her
lifelong dream. But the ensemble proves to be a sham. When the group “performs,” the microphones are never on.
Instead, the music blares from a CD. The mastermind behind this scheme is a peculiar and mysterious figure known as
The Composer, who is gaslighting his audiences with music that sounds suspiciously like the Titanic movie soundtrack. On
tour with his chaotic ensemble, Hindman spirals into crises of identity and disillusionment as she “plays” for audiences
genuinely moved by the performance, unable to differentiate real from fake. Sounds Like Titanic is a surreal, often
hilarious coming-of-age story. Hindman writes with precise, candid prose and sharp insight into ambition and gender,
especially when it comes to the difficulties young women face in a world that views them as silly, shallow, and stupid. As
the story swells to a crescendo, it gives voice to the anxieties and illusions of a generation of women, and reveals the
failed promises of a nation that takes comfort in false realities.
Numerous pop-up spreads, pull tabs, booklets, and full-color illustrations provide a detailed tour of the steamship Titanic
as seen through the eyes of one young passenger.
Get kids reading with cool information about the subjects that interest them the most. National Geographic Readers are
high-interest, exciting, and easy to read. The latest in the series, Titanic is no exception. Just in time for the 100th
anniversary of the Olympic-class passenger liner's ill-fated journey, this title is replete with brilliant photographs and
exclusive in-depth coverage including Bob Ballard's 1985 discovery. Brought to you only as National Geographic can, the
industrial feat of the powerful ship, the tragedy of the wreckage, and the fascinating stories of survival bring the historical
significance of the Titanic to a new audience in this level 3 reader.
The Night Lives On
The Trojan Horse: How the Greeks Won the War
Eat My Dust! Henry Ford's First Race
Finding the Titanic
Make Your Own Titanic
Here is the exciting true story about the "unsinkable" Titanic! Dramatic accounts, white-knuckle suspense, and fast-paced action of how
the world's biggest, safest ship sank on its maiden voyage. Includes black-and-white photos and full-color underwater photos of the
wreck.
Step into Reading Step 5.
Was the ship doomed by a faulty design? Was the hull's steel too brittle? Was the captain negligent in the face of repeated warnings? On
the night of April 14, 1912, the "unsinkable" RMS Titanic, with over 2,200 passengers onboard, struck an iceberg in the North Atlantic and
plunged to a watery grave. For nearly a century, the shocking loss has haunted the world. Now the same CSI techniques that are used to
solve modern murder cases have been applied to the sinking of history's most famous ship. Researchers Jennifer Hooper McCarty and Tim
Foecke draw on their participation in expeditions to the ship's wreckage and experiments on recovered Titanic materials to build a
compelling new scenario. The answers will astound you.. . . Grippingly written, What Really Sank the Titanic is illustrated with fascinating
period photographs and modern scientific evidence reflecting the authors' intensive study of Titanic artifacts for more than ten years. In
an age when forensics can catch killers, this book does what no other book has before: fingers the culprit in one of the greatest tragedies
ever. "A fascinating trail of historical forensics." --James R. Chiles, author of Inviting Disaster>/I> "An essential facet of Titanic history.
Five stars!" --Charles Pellegrino, author of Her Name Titanic With 16 pages of photos
“I have read dozens of books on starting companies, but this is the first that accurately captures why startups fail and provides a tool for
entrepreneurs and investors to measure and manage these sources of failure.” Michael Hatfield, Co-Founder, Cerent, Calix, Cienna, and
Carium. What makes a startup successful? This book, from award-winning business school professors and a tech serial entrepreneur, tells
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what makes startups successful. Instead of telling startups what to do, like most startup books, they share what startups should avoid.
Along the way, they share small business startup success stories gleaned from the How Built This Podcast and their firsthand
experiences. These stories of startup success are contrasted with stories of startup failure from startup graveyards and most notably, the
Titanic. Like many of today’s startups, the Titanic hoped to disrupt the transportation industry of its time. It fell short, to a disastrous
outcome, from the same sources that prevent startup success today. Get a startup game plan! This startup book uses the Titanic and a
sailing metaphor to provide a startup roadmap template. It shows what makes startups successfully navigate through challenges in
startup investing, founding, and hiring with a game plan to get through the Human Ocean. It offers a startup guide to customer success in
working through the Marketing Ocean. It even highlights what startups need to invest in to get through the Technical and Strategy
Oceans. Its Iceberg Index gives entrepreneurs, startups, and small businesses a way to track their progress on the startup roadmap
template. It also helps investors assess what startups to invest in. Many entrepreneurs assume that the Titanic was sunk by a single
iceberg. The Titanic Effect shows, that like many startups, it’s not a single misstep but a series of mistakes that keep a startup from being
successful. This combination of missteps is called the Titanic Effect. Who can benefit from this startup roadmap? Entrepreneurs in the
early stages of building a startup. They will learn what makes a startup successful. They will develop a to-do list of decisions to make and
actions to take. Small business owners will also identify key next steps to building their startup game plan. Investors can identify what to
avoid in startup investments and what startups to invest in. Students will learn how to evaluate the success potential of a startup and will
read small business and startup success stories. These three co-authors have witnessed firsthand what leads to startup success. They
have made it their mission to help entrepreneurs, startup founders and startup investors succeed. Drs. Todd and M. Kim Saxton bring
more than two decades of academic and professional experience in business strategy, entrepreneurship, marketing, and angel investing.
Serial tech entrepreneur, Michael Cloran, adds his two decades’ of experiences in launching his own startups as well as building software
products for other startups. In addition, the co-authors serve on various boards of entrepreneurial ventures and startup advisory
associations. They have shared their expertise from the stage to dozens of audiences, including students, entrepreneurship and
professional development associations, academic societies, and global companies like Roche Diagnostics and Pfizer Pharmaceuticals.
Lost...and Found
The First Trip to the Moon
SOS Titanic
The Pilgrims and Me
Women and Children First

Examines the history of the Pilgrims and how they came to settle in America, in the form of Maggie's class report, where she
compares the Pilgrims's Thanksgiving with her family's traditions today. Simultaneous.
A pioneer adventure perfect for fans of Laura Ingalls Wilderʼs Little House series! On Libby Mitchellʼs tenth birthday, she and her
parents climb into a covered wagon and set off on a journey that takes them two months and a thousand miles. Their trip from
Virginia to the deep woods of Michigan is hard, but it is exciting, too. And at its end lies their new home̶a place that is rugged,
wild, and full of promise. History Stepping Stones now feature updated content that emphasizes Common Core and todayʼs
renewed interest in nonfiction. Perfect for home, school, and library bookshelves!
Twelve glorious full-color poster tell the story of love and heroism that entralled moviegoers and earned Titanic a record-tying
eleven Academy Awards. Each poster folds out to a gigantic 20 x 25 inches. Featuring the most memorable and touching scenes
between Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet and stunning pictures of the "ship of dreams," these posters commemorate the
movie event of the decade and the tragic romance of the century.
A simple account of the sinking of the Titanic and the discovery of its remains many years later.
Next Spring an Oriole
THE TITANIC LOST AND FOUND
(CD1
STEP INTO READING 4)(
㊭
James Cameron's Titanic Poster Book
The Full Story
Story of the Titanic

Titanic. Just the name evokes tales of the doomed ship that have captivated people of all ages for more than 100 years. Early readers will enjoy this
exciting account of the world's most famous disaster-at-sea and the discovery of it's remains many years later. Step 4 books are perfect for independent
readers who are confident with simple sentences and are just starting to tackle paragraphs.
When a childhood illness leaves her blind and deaf, Helen Keller's life seems hopeless indeed. But her indomitable will and the help of a devoted
teacher empower Helen to triumph over incredible adversity. This amazing true story is finally brought to the beginner reader level.
The great ship Titanic sank in April 1912, and for almost seventy-five years lay unfound on the ocean floor. Scientist Robert Ballard dreamt of finding
the lost ship, and this is the thrilling account of how he made this dream come true. Interspersed in the narrative is the story of the sinking itself, as told
through the eyes of a twelve-year-old girl, one of the fortunate survivors. The you-are-there narrative, photos, and drawings add to the excitement, and
help readers to understand the magnitude of this great tragedy.
A dog and his pet cat share good-night kisses and playful dreams until morning wakes them, in this bedtime story for youngest beginning readers. Step
1 Readers feature big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with
picture clues help children decode the story. And look for the sequel to this popular leveled reader, Sleepy Dog, Wake Up!
Baseball's Best
Lost...and Found : A Step 3 Book
The Ship of Dreams
Titanic Lost and Found
The Titanic Effect

The astronauts of Apollo 11 made history as the first men to land on the Moon. Learn more
about how Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins trained and achieved this
momentous feat in this Step 5 History Reader. Step 5 Readers tell stories in chapters
using longer paragraphs, for children who want to take the plunge into chapter books but
still like colorful illustrations and photography. "The story of Apollo 11's historic
flight, from lift-off, through 'The Eagle has landed,' to splashdown and quarantine.
Donnelly does a good job of setting the stage with chapters on the history of the idea of
flight to the moon, astronaut selection and training, and look at the flight's effect on
people in general." --School Library Journal.
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Relates the story of the tragic maritime disaster and features photographs of the ship's
remains.
An easy-to-read, page-turning account of Harriet Tubman's life--from her childhood in
slavery to her years as a conductor on the Underground Railroad to her later work as a
suffragette and as a spy in the Civil War. This remarkable true story brings to life one
of America's greatest female role models.
This is the tragic story of the Titanic, the biggest and most luxurious ocean liner the
world had ever seen, which sank on her maiden voyage in April 1912. Beautiful, doublepage illustrations with amazing cross-sections and cutaway details explain the
construction and mechanical details of this gigantic ship and reveal life onboard for
passengers and crew. Each new illustration reveals different aspects of life in the early
20th century, and the text highlights hidden details for you to spot. As you follow the
pictorial story of this world-famous liner, you will discover how she was built and
equipped, what kind of passengers and crew she carried, and what facilities she offered
onboard. You will also find out how she struck an iceberg and met with disaster,why she
sank so quickly, how many people were saved, and how many lives were lost. You can
compare the differences between the Titanic's passengers-from the first-class
millionaires to the third-class emigrants-and find out how they dressed, where they ate
and slept, and what they did to amuse themselves during the voyage. You can also take a
closer look at some of the passengers and crew,and follow their different fates from the
exciting start of the voyage to its tragic end.
Titanic
The Titanic Disaster
Anna Sewell's Black Beauty
Sounds Like Titanic: A Memoir
Sinking of the Titanic
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